Abstract. This paper discusses the usage of the short-term energy contour of speech smoothed by a fuzzy-based method to automatically segment it into syllabic units. Two new additional procedures, local normalization and postprocessing, are proposed to adapt to the Indonesian language. Testing to 220 Indonesian utterances showed that the local normalization significantly improved the performance of the fuzzy-based smoothing. In the postprocessing procedure, splitting and assimilation work in different ways. The splitting of missed short syllables sharply reduced deletion, but slightly increased insertion. On the other hand, the assimilation of a single consonant segment into an expected previous or next segment slightly reduced insertion, but increased deletion. The use of splitting gave a higher accuracy than the assimilation and combined splittingassimilation procedures, since in many cases the assimilation keeps the unexpected insertions and overmerges the expected segments.
Introduction
Information on syllabic units can be used to improve the performance of flat start-based automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1] - [11] . In 2010, Janakiraman et al. [11] reported that incorporating information on syllable boundaries into English ASR reduced both computational complexity and word error rate (WER) significantly compared to flat start ASR. The WER can be reduced from 13% to 4.4% and from 36% to 21.2% for TIMIT and NTIMIT databases respectively.
Every language has unique characteristics. For example, English and Indonesian have different syllable patterns. A study of telephone conversations and switchboard corpus by Su-Lin Wu [3] has shown that English has 80% monosyllabic words and 85% of them are simple structures (V, VC, CV, CVC) and the rest are complex structures such as CCCVC or CVCCC, where C is a consonant and V is a vowel. Our exploration of around 50 thousand words from the great dictionary of the Indonesian language (Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia or KBBI), fourth edition, published in 2008 by Pusat Bahasa, shows that the Indonesian language has only 1.57% monosyllabic words and has much more simple structured syllables, up to 98.60%, than English. Hence, Indonesian ASR engines are better developed using syllabic units with syllable segmentation as an important subsystem for the ASR.
This research focuses on syllable segmentation for the Indonesian language. A segmentation method in [12] that was designed for the Farsi language, with simple syllable structures CV(C)(C), was adapted and tested to the Indonesian speech dataset of the clean speech corpus as described in [13] . Some modifications and two additional procedures, i.e. local normalization and postprocessing, are proposed to adapt to the Indonesian language, which has some complex syllable structures, such as CCVC and CVCCC, as described in [14] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related works about syllable segmentation for some languages, Section 3 describes the proposed Indonesian syllable segmentation, Section 4 reports experimental results and discussion, and finally Section 5 gives some conclusions.
Related Works
Segmentation of speech into syllabic units can be approached using three different features, i.e. 1) the time domain, as in [12] , [15] - [17] ; 2) the frequency domain, as in [11] , [18] - [25] ; and a combination of both, as in [26] - [28] . The time domain approaches mostly use the short-term energy (STE) contour smoothed by a smoothing algorithm, while the frequency domain approaches exploit cepstrum features.
The time domain approach in [16] simply uses a plain STE contour and a threshold to detect the locations of the start and end of a syllable. This method works very well but only for short-sentence utterances. In [12] , the plain STE contour was first smoothed by fuzzy-based smoothing before defining the syllable boundaries using a threshold-based method. The usage of fuzzy-based smoothing gave a much higher accuracy, 93.8% for a Farsi speech dataset, than the common moving average smoothing method. Unfortunately, this method produced a high insertion error, i.e. 14.2%, since syllables ending with nonstop nasal consonants such as /n/ or /m/ usually have two energy peaks.
The frequency domain approaches are dominated by exploiting a minimum phase group delay function [18] , [19] . This method can be improved significantly by incorporating a procedure called vowel onset point (VOP) detection, which is capable of decreasing deletion and insertion errors as discussed in [11] .
Compared to the frequency domain approach, the time domain approach is generally faster, but unfortunately it produces more deletion and insertion errors. However, these errors can be reduced by performing a frequency-based postprocessing procedure as described in [26] or by incorporating VOP detection.
The Proposed Syllable Segmentation
The proposed automatic segmentation of Indonesian speech into syllables (ASISS) exploits the STE contour smoothed by a fuzzy-based method with two additional procedures, i.e. local normalization and postprocessing, as illustrated by Figure 1 . 
Preprocessing
In order to spectrally flatten the speech signal, a preemphasis procedure is performed using Eq. (1), where α is the preemphasis coefficient, set to 0.9. As the speech signal is sampled at a high enough rate, the samples of the low frequency tend to change slowly. Such samples can be removed by subtracting each sample from the previous sample as described in this equation. In other words, the subtraction preserves samples that change rapidly, i.e. its high frequency components.
Next, the emphasized signal is blocked into frames using Hamming windows, where each frame is 10 milliseconds (ms) containing 80 samples; the frequency sampling used here is 8 khz. The frames have an overlap of 60 samples, i.e. 75% of the frame, to get smooth features.
Long sentence speech commonly contains a number of silences that are so long that it is quite hard to find the accurate syllable boundaries in such speech. Hence, a threshold-based procedure of silence removal is performed using both energy and duration thresholds on the STE. Thus, only the speech (no silence) will be processed in the next step. In the final step, the removed silences will be restored to reproduce the original speech.
Short-Term Energy
The STE contour can be produced using different formulas, such as absolute, square, root mean square, Teager, and modified Teager. Sheikhi and Almasganj have shown that the Teager energy gives the best accuracy for the Farsi speech dataset [12] . However, in this research, the square energy as in Eq. (2) is used, because it can increase the difference between a low signal energy and a higher one and it empirically gives the best accuracy for the Indonesian speech dataset.
Local Normalization
Long sentence speech may contain high amplitudes in some parts and low amplitudes in others. Hence, local normalization is applied to the STE contour by detecting frames of very low energy and then normalizing the set of high energy frames that occur between those very low energy frames to the maximum energy in that set. This step is expected to produce a better STE contour than that produced by the global normalization used in [12] .
Fuzzy-Based Smoothing
The local normalized STE is then smoothed based on the seven preceeding energy samples (E 1 , E 2 , ..., E 7 ) using the fuzzy-based smoothing as described in [12] . However, the fuzzy linguistic rules were modified to have 11 rules (instead of 7 rules), as listed in Table 1 , to adapt the varying crisp valued inputs.
The membership functions for any rule and the term most in the fuzzy linguistic rules as well as the activity degree of any fuzzy group were adapted from [12] . The membership functions for all fuzzy rules are described by Eq. (3), where x i = E i -Ȇ i , i.e. crisp valued inputs come from the speech energy substracted by the fuzzy smoothed one, A is a fuzzy rule, c A is the center point of A's membership function, and w is the width of membership function [12] . In this research, all membership functions have the same width and w/2 overlap, where w = 0.18 was found through a number of experiments. The center point of the 11-th fuzzy rule is zero. The term most in fuzzy linguistic rules is defined by Eq. (4) [12] .
The activity degree of any fuzzy group is described by Eq. (5) [12] .
Output of the fuzzy-based smoothing is a correlation product in Eq. (6) .
Finally, the fuzzy smoothed energy is calculated by Eq. (7) [12] .
Boundary Detection
A threshold method based on local minima detection as proposed by Sheikhi and Almasganj in [12] was adapted in this research. There are three parameters that should be tuned carefully, i.e. D 1 , the frame duration on the right and the left of an energy sample to decide if the sample is a maximum energy point or not; Th, the threshold for the ratio of a maximum energy point to a consecutive minimum energy point to decide if the point is a local maximum or not; and D 2 , the frame duration to decide if a local minimum energy point is syllable boundary or not. Observation of the Indonesian speech dataset produced the following optimum values for those parameters: D 1 = 3, Th = 1.5, and D 2 = 20. Figure 2 illustrates the segmentation of an Indonesian utterance, "Dengan skema ini" (By this scheme), using fuzzy-based smooting for both global and local normalized STE. In the global normalized STE, two segments /i/ and /ni/ in the utterance produced such low energies that they were flat after fuzzy smoothing and hence were recognized as one syllable, /ini/. On the other hand, the fuzzy smoothed local normalized STE gave a better contour for the boundary detection procedure and accurately produced 6 syllables, /de/-/ngan/-/ske/-/ma/-/i/-ni/, as performed by a linguist. (2); segmentation boundaries produced using global normalized STE (3); local normalized STE and fuzzy smoothed STE (4); segmentation boundaries produced using local normalized STE (5).
Postprocessing
Two consecutive Indonesian syllables producing vowel series, i.e. the first syllable ending with a vowel and the second one begining with a vowel, commonly have a single energy peak so that they produce a deletion error in syllable detection. Hence, a threshold-based splitting procedure is performed to split such syllables. First, the syllable segments produced by the previous step are scanned and the STE of each segment is recalculated using a lower frame size of 9 ms (instead of 10 ms as in [26] ) to find more significant energy variation. A valley in the STE contour can be a syllable boundary if both the energy ratio and duration between this valley and its lowest neighbor peak as well as its highest neighbor peak are greater than four predefined thresholds. Like similar Farsi syllables discussed in [12] , Indonesian syllables ending with nonstop nasal consonants such as /m/ and /n/ as well as high-energy unvoiced consonants /h/ and glottal stop usually have two energy peaks that can cause insertion errors. Further observation of the fricative consonants /f/, /s/, /z/, /sy/, and /kh/ as discussed in [29] , shows that they also cause such errors. Hence, the assimilation procedure from [26] was adapted to delete the unexpected boundaries. However, in this research, both the total and residual energies are calculated using the square energy (instead of the log root square energy) of the original and the low pass filtered signal respectively, with a frame size of 10 ms (instead of 11.6 ms). Here, the signal is filtered with a cut-off frequency of 2800 Hz (instead of 1100 Hz). Figure 3 shows that the consonant segments /s/, /f/, and /c/ produce significantly lower residual energies (dotted line) than the total energies (solid line). This fact is exploited to assimilate such segments into their expected neighbors. The three thresholds to decide assimilation, as described in [26] , i.e. MaxRatio, AverageRatio, and DecreasingResidualRatio, were defined empirically on the basis of several observations.
Results and Discussion
The speech dataset used here was taken from the Indonesian phonetically balanced speech corpus as described in [13] , which contains 44,000 utterances from 400 speakers, where each speaker read 110 sentences. This research took 220 utterances from two speakers, a male and a female. The dataset of 220 utterances covers various structures of syllable, from simple ones such as V, VC, CV, and CVC to complex ones such as CCVC and CVCCC. In order to see the performance of the proposed additional procedures, five different ASISS systems were developed, i.e. ASISS with global normalization (AGN), ASISS with local normalization (ALN), ALN with splitting (ALNS), ALN with assimilation (ALNA), and ALN with splitting and assimilation (ALNSA). Testing to the 220 Indonesian utterances containing 3,360 syllables gave the results listed in Table 2 , where accuracy is defined as the percentage of detected syllables with boundary errors smaller than 50 ms or around 30% of the average syllable duration in the dataset. Insertion is the percentage of unexpected additional syllable boundaries that occurred within a duration of 50 ms. Deletion is the percentage of unoccured expected syllable boundaries. Error is the percentage of detected syllables with boundary errors larger than 50 ms.
Compared to AGN, the proposed ALN gave a significantly better performance: improving accuracy up to 16.27%, reducing deletion by 14.76%, and slightly reducing insertion by 0.32%. These results show that the proposed local normalization procedure works very well.
Comparing the three other ASISS systems to ALN gives the following results: 1) the ALNS reduced deletion by 2.51%, but increased insertion by 1.50%. These results show that the splitting procedure can detect short segments although it oversplits some utterances so that it increases insertion; 2) ALNA reduced insertion by 0.98%, but increased deletion by 1.19%. This indicates that the assimilation procedure does not work very well. It overmerges so many segments that the percentage of deletion increase is higher than the insertion decrease; 3) ALNSA slightly reduced deletion by 1.74%, but increased insertion by 0.44%.
In some cases, ALNSA produced the best syllable segmenting. See for instance figure 4 . A linguist would suggest that the utterance "Si Firaun kecil" (The small Firaun) should be segmented into 5 syllables, /si/-/fir/-/aun/-/ke/-/cil/.
AGN segmented the utterance "Si Firaun kecil" into 5 syllables, /s/-/ifir/-/au/-/nke/-/cil/, as indicated by the solid lines. It produced two insertion errors: boundaries between /s/ and /i/ and between /au/ and /n/, and two deletion errors: syllable boundaries between /si/ and /fir/ and between /aun/ and /ke/.
ALN segmented the utterance into 6 syllables, /s/-/i/-/firaun/-/ke/-/c/-/il/. It produced two insertions, where two single consonant segments /s/ and /c/ should be assimilated into their right segments, and a deletion, i.e. /firaun/ should be split into /fir/ and /aun/. ALN removed one insertion and two deletions produced by AGN. However, it produced a new insertion, between /c/ and /il/, and a new deletion between /fir/ and /aun/.
ALNS segmented the utterance into 7 syllables, /s/-/i/-/fir/-/aun/-/ke/-/c/-/il/. It produced similar segments as those produced by ALN, but the deletion between /fir/ and /aun/ would be restored later. This result shows that the splitting procedure works accurately.
ALNA segmented the utterance into 4 syllables, /si/-/firaun/-/ke/-/cil/. It removed two insertions produced by ALN. This shows that the assimilation procedure works accurately in merging a single consonant segment with the expected neighbor segment. ALNA could not remove the deletion between /fir/ and /aun/ since the assimilation procedure is not designed to split any segments.
ALNSA accurately segmented the utterance into 5 syllables, i.e. /si/-/fir/-/aun/-/ke/-/cil/, with a boundary error smaller than 50 ms, the same segmentation as performed by a linguist. It removed two insertions as well as a deletion produced by ALN. This result shows that both the splitting and the assimilation procedures work very well. However, in many other cases, ALNSA produced worse syllable segmenting than ALNS. See for instance Figure 5 . The utterance "Kalau dukungan IMF cukup besar terhadap kita" is segmented by a linguist into 22 segments as indicated by the dotted lines, i.e. /ka/-/lau/-/du/-/ku/-/ngan/-/ik/-/em/-/sp/-/ef/-/sp/-/cu/-/kup/-/be/-/sar/-/sp/-/ter/-/ha/-/dap/-/sp/-/ki/-/sp/-/ta/, where /sp/ is a short pause. ALN generated 22 segments, indicated by the solid lines, but it produced two errors: 1) an insertion in the third segment, where the segment /lau/ is split into /l/ and /au/; and 2) a deletion in the 18-th segment, where two segments, /ha/ and /dap/, are merged as a single segment /hadap/. ALNS generated 25 segments as indicated by the solid lines. There were three new additional segments, shown by boundaries S1, S2, and S3. It is clear that S1 and S2 are unexpected inserted boundaries, but S3 is an expected boundary that restores the deletion produced by ALN. These results increased the The ALNSA segments "Kalau dukungan IMF cukup besar terhadap kita" into 24 syllables S1 S2 S3 S2 S1
Ins Del accuracy of ALNS with one correct syllable, but they also increased the number of insertion errors with two unexpected segments.
ALNSA unfortunately performed worse than ALNS by producing 24 segments. It kept the unexpected inserted boundaries S1 and S2, but removed the expected boundary S3. The assimilation procedure in ALNSA did not merge both S1 and S2 into expected previous or next segments, but assimilated the expected S3 into the previous segment instead. This explains why ALNSA gave a lower accuracy than ALNS, as shown in Table 2 . The weakness of ALNSA is affected by the assimilation procedure, which, in many cases, keeps unexpected insertions and overmerges expected segments.
Conclusions
The proposed local normalization significantly improves the performance of the fuzzy-based smoothing with global normalization, i.e. increasing the accuracy as well as reducing insertion and deletion. Both postprocessing procedures, splitting and assimilation, work in different ways. The splitting of missed short syllables sharply reduces deletion, but slightly increases insertion. On the other hand, assimilation of a single consonant segment into an expected previous or next segment slightly reduces insertion, but increases deletion. Sequential combination of splitting and assimilation unfortunately gives worse accuracy than the splitting procedure alone because the assimilation, in many cases, keeps the unexpected insertions and overmerges the expected segments. Hence, the ASISS with local normalization and splitting procedure (ALNS) gives the highest accuracy. In this research, the values for all parameters of the ASISS systems were manually tuned by observations so that they may not have been optimum. Hence, an optimization technique, such as evolutionary computation, could be performed to get better optimum values. The assimilation procedure should be improved first before combining it sequentially with the splitting procedure.
